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New sufficient conditions are given ensuring the oscillation of all (or the 
bounded) solutions of functional-differential equations of the form 
dn) + H(t, x(g(t))) L= Q(t). 
In some of the cases considered the forcing Q(t) is a “large” function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to establish some new criteria concerning 
the oscillation of solutions of functional-differential equations of the form 
39 + fqt, 4&J)) = Q(t), c*> 
where H(t, u) is defined and continuous on [0, co) x R, g is defined and 
contmuous on [0, co) with lim,,, g(t) = +oo, and Q is defined and con- 
tinuous on [0, co). In the first two results growth conditions are put only 
on the function Q(t), contrary to what has been established till now. A 
corollary to the third theorem (Theorem 2.3) ensures that all solutions of (*) 
are unbounded and oscillatory. 
The fourth result (Theorem 2.4) requires the boundedness of a certain 
second antiderivative of Q(t) in order to ensure the oscillation of all bounded 
solutions. Theorem 2.5 is concerned with the existence of at least one oscil- 
latory solution of (*), while Theorem 2.6 requires two integral conditions on 
the sum --H(t, k) + Q(t) for constants k E (- co, 03) to guarantee oscillation. 
For related results concerning (*), the reader is referred to [7-10, 131. For 
the ordinary equation corresponding to (*), related papers are [l-6, 121. 
In what follows, R = (-co, co), R, = [0, co), and C[A, B] will denote 
the set of all continuous functions f : A - B, where A C R, B C R. The 
functions El, g, Q in (*) will be assumed to satisfy Hypothesis (S): 
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(i) Zle C[R+ x R, R]; 
(ii) g E C[R+ , RI, lim,,,g(t) = +a; 
(iii) Q E C[R+ , R]. 
A “solution” of (*) is a function x E P[[t, , co), R] (the space of all n 
times continuously differentiable functions in C[[t, , co), R]) which satisfies 
(*) on [by cc). Here t, 3 0 depends on x(t). Let F denote the family of 
all such solutions of (*). The function fg C[[u, co), R] is said to be 
“oscillatory” if the set of its zeros on [a, co) is unbounded. Equation (*) is 
said to be “oscillatory” if every x E 9 is oscillatory. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 2.1. Along with Hypothesis (S), assume that uH(t, u) > 0 for 
every (t, u) E R, x R, and 
lim sup 
[s 
: (t - s)+l Q(s) ds f kt+l] = +a, 
t-tm 
lim inf 
t+m [S 
: (t - s)“-‘Q(s) ds f kt’+l] = -00, (2.2) 
for every t‘ E R+ and every k E R. Then every solution x E 9 is oscillatory. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (*). Then x(t) is either 
positive or negative for all large t. Assume the former and let to.>, t, be 
such that x(t) > 0, t 3 t, . Then there exists t, 2 t, such that g(t) >, t,, for 
every t > t, . Thus, 
Wt, xMt)N 3 0 for every t > t, . (2.3) 
Consequently, it follows from (*) that 
+)(t) < Q(t), t > t, . (2.4) 
Integrating (3.4) n times we obtain 
x(t) < s(tl) + - x”(t& (t - if,)2 x’(h) y, - td + _ 2, 
hy s,t (t - s)+-l Q(s) ds. ’ ’ I ... + 
1 
(2.5) 
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Now it is easy to see that if 4(t), t > t, is the polynomial in the right-hand 
side of (2.5), then there exists k > 0 and ta 3 tr such that j $(t)/ < kt”-l for 
every t 2 t, . Thus, (3.5) implies 
1$&f x(t) < [&I liE$f [(n - I)! ktn-l + LI (t - s)n-1 g(s) ds] 
co, P-6) 
a contradiction to the positivity of x(t). A similar proof holds if x(t) is assumed 
to be eventually negative. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the equation 
x” + [l/5(t3 + l)]P = t2 sin t, t 2 0, 
where 01 is the quotient of two odd positive integers. 
Here we have 
(2.7) 
1 ( (t - s) Q(s) ds = (t3 - 6t) cos t - (3ta - 6) sin t + izI(f, t) P-8) 
,for every t >, t 3 0, where 1 M(t, t)/ < At, for some positive constant h and 
all large t. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, all solutions of (2.7) are oscillatory. Notice 
that the homogeneous equation corresponding to (2.7) does not have any 
nontrivial, bounded, oscillatory solution if 01 > 1 (cf. [5, Theorem 21). 
In the following theorem uH(t, u) < 0 for every u E R. 
THEOREM 2.2. Along with Hypothesis (S), assume that uH(t, u) < 0 for 
every (t, u) E R, x R, and that (2.1), (2.2) are satisfied. 
Then every bounded x E .F is oscillatory. 
Proof. If x(t) is a bounded solution of (*) with x(t) < 0, t > t, > t, , 
then (2.5) holds for some t, 3 t, because H(t, x(g(t))) > 0 for all large t. 
Thus, lim inft+m x(t) = - 00, a contradiction to boundedness. A similar proof 
holds if x(t) is assumed to be positive for all large t. This completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the equation 
xn - P(1 + sir? t) [x/(1 + .S)] = Q(t), (2.9) 
where Q(t) = -(l + P) sin t. All the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are 
satisfied. Notice that the function H(t, u) = t2(1 + sina t) [u/(1 + us)] is not 
increasing w.r.t. u, in the whole real axis. Thus, this equation is not a 
particular case of Theorem 3 in [7]. The function x(t) zz sin t, t E R, is a 
bounded oscillatory solution of (2.9). 
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In the theorem that follows, no assumption is made on the sign of H(t, u). 
It shows that if H(t, x(g(t))) is “small enough” w.r.t. t, and for fixed X, 
then x(t) is oscillatory. 
THEOREM 2.3. Along with Hypothesis (S), assume the following: There 
exists a solution x(t), t E [t, , 00) of (*) such that 
lim+s_IIp jr’ (t - ~)~-l [-H(s, x(g(s))) + e(s)] ds + kt”-l] = +co, 
’ lim inf 
i t-t= 5 
(t - s>,-l [-H(s, x(g(s))) + Q(s)] ds + ktn-l] = --00 
foranykeR, tlE[t,, CD). Then x(t) is unbounded and oscillatory. 
Proof. Integrating (*) n times we obtain 
x(t) = 4(t) + jrt 40, 4 4 t>f>t,, 
where 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
q(t, s) = ((t - WW - 1Y) L-f&, x(g(4)) + QWI, (2.13) 
and (b(t) is a polynomial of degree n - 1. Let A, T > Z be such that 
/ d(t)[ ,< tn-l, for every t 3 T. Then (2.12) implies 
lim inf x(t) = -a, 
t-)-2 
which proves our assertion. 
lim sup x(t) = +co, 
t+m 
(2.14) 
The above theorem is not particularly applicable because it requires 
knowledge of the growth of the solution x(t). However, it has two useful 
corollaries. The first one guarantees the nonexistence of bounded solutions 
of (*). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Along with Hypothesis (S), and (2.2), assume that for 
every h > 0 there exists p > 0 and T > 0 such that 
PA(t) = t” ,yA 1 H(t, 4 < P for every t 3 T, (2.15) 
u. 
and some a > 1. Then every solution x E F is unbounded. 
Proof. Let x E 9 be bounded. Then there exists t, > t, and h > 0 such 
that 1 x(g(t))j < X for every t > tl . Let p and T > t, be as in (2.15). Then 
tOL I H(t, xk(t>>>l G P for every t 2 T. (2.16) 
409/53ir-3 
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Integrating (*) n times we obtain 
Now expanding (t - s)+l and taking into consideration (2.16), it is easy 
to see that lim inf,,, x(t) = -CO, a contradiction. 
It follows that (*) has no bounded solution, and this completes the proof. 
The second corollary of Theorem 2.3 provides conditions on H that ensure 
the oscillation of all solutions of (*). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Along with Hypothesis (S), (2.1), and (2.2), assume that 
t” I H(t, u>l < CL for every t > T 3 0, (2.18) 
where 01 > 1, t.~ > 0 arefixed constants. 
Then all solutions of (*) are unbounded and oscillatory. 
Proof. The conclusion follows from the fact that (2.16) holds for any 
solution x E F’. 
In the following theorem a second antiderivative of the function Q(t) is 
supposed to be bounded. 
THEOREM 2.4. Along with Hypothesis (S), assume that uH(t, u) > 0 for 
every (t, u) E R, x R, H is increasing in u and 
SE&f J1: s+l[-H(s, k) + Q(S)] ds = -03, 
lim sup 
s 
t sn-l[-H(s, -k) + Q(s)] ds = +03 
t-Pm 0 
for every k > 0. 
Moreover, let 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
s Q(t) d  =4(t) + C, i ‘d(t) d  = A(t) + C, 
where C is an arbitrary constant and 4, q$ are two bounded functions with 4 
oscillatory. 
Then every bounded x E 9 is oscillatory. 
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Proof. Let x(t), t E [t, , co) be a solution in St, which is nonoscillatory. 
Assume that there exists L > 0 such that 0 < x(t) <L for every t > (some) 
t, 3 t, . Then there exists t, > t, such that 0 < x(g(t)) <L for every 
t > t, . We may (and do) take t, such that $(t2) = 0. Now consider the 
transformation M(t) = #-l)(t) - 4(t), t 3 t, . Then we have M’(t) = 
--H(t, x(g(t))) < 0. Thus M(t) is decreasing in [t2, co). Assume that 
M(t3) = -A < 0 for some t, > t, . Then M(t) < --X in [t,, co). Thus, 
-A(t - t3) > j-1 M(s) ds 
zz &-2)(t) - x -)(t3) - 1” 4(s) ds (2.21) 
= d”-2)(t) - X(-(tJ - f&(t) + 4&). 
Since &(t) is bounded, lim,,, dn-2)(t) = -co, a contradiction to the 
positivity of x(t). Thus M(t) > 0 for t E [t2 , co). Now, by integration of the 
function 
we obtain 
-(x’“‘(t) - 4’(t)) = fv, 4&>>>, (2.22) 
-[x’“-l’(t) - $(t)] + x (n-1)(tJ = j-1 H(s, Q(s))) ds, (2.22) 
from which 
(2.24) 
because dn-l)(t) - $(t) 3 0 and $(t2) = 0. 
Since t, in (2.24) can be replaced by any number t’ > t, , we actually 
have @-l)(t) > 0 for any t > t, . It follows now from familiar arguments 
(cf., for example, [4, Theorem 21, that for r = l,..., n - 1, 
(-1)‘x”yt) < 0 for every t >, f, (2.25) 
where tl is some number > ta . This implies that x’(t) >, 0 for t > t: Thus, 
there exists fr 3 f such that x(g(t)) > K > 0 for every t > fr , where K is a 
constant. Now differentiating the function T(t) E PW+l)(t), t > fr , and 
then integrating from & to t > t; , we obtain 
I = T(fl) + Jr; sn--I[-N(s, x(g(s))) + Q(S)] ds + (n - 1) Irt s’+(~-‘)(s) ds 
1 
< T(fl) + ITt s”-~[-N(s, K) + Q(s)] ds + (n - 1) J1-” s’+~x(“-~)(s) ds. 
1 1 
(2.26) 
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Now, applying (2.19), there exists a sequence {t&, m 
limn+m t, = +co and 
lim 
n+u +[-H(s, K) + Q(s)] ds = - 
This implies 
J: 
m 
Fx(~--I)(s) ds = +a, 
t1 
xl. 
1, 2,..., such that 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
because I > 0, t E [il , CO). The rest of the proof follows as in [4, 
Theorem 21, and we omit it. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the equation 
xc4) + [l/(1 + P)]Xl/a = sin t. (2.29) 
Here we have+(t) = - cos t, &(t) = -sin t, and the rest of the assumptions 
of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied. Thus, every bounded solution of (2.29) is 
oscillatory. To show that (2.29) h as in fact bounded solutions, it suffices to 
show the existence of a bounded solution to the integral equation 
w(t) = jm C+f. [l/( 1 + s”)] (w(s) + cos s)~/~ ds. (2.30) t 
If this is done, then the function x(t) = w(t) + cos t is a solution of (2.29) 
satisfying lim,,, [x(t) - cos t] = 0, which shows that x(t) is oscillatory. This 
example is not overlapping with any of the results of [7] because we have 
lim sup 
s 
t s+lH(s, --A + t@(s))) ds < +c.c 
t-w 0 
for any h E R, U E P[R+ , R], oscillatory, and such that U(“)(t) = sin t. 
To find a bounded solution of (2.30) it suffices to show that the operator 
(Tf) (t) = s,u q [l/(1 + s6)] (f(s) + cos s)l13 ds 
has a fixed point in a suitable Banach space. 
For a proof of this statement the reader is referred to the last chapter in 
[3]. Along the lines of this example, we can formulate the following. 
THEOREM 2.5. AZong with H3’pothesis (S), assume that g(t) E t, and that 
there exists U E P[R+ , R] with U(“)(t) E Q(t), t E R, , and such that 
lim sup U(t) > 0, lim inf L7(f) < 0. (2.31) 
t+cc fix 
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Moreover, assume that the function 
vuct.0 = ,“yi I H(4 49 + u(t))1 3 
L1 
where p > 0 and S, = {f~ C[R+ , R]; suptcR+ / f(t)1 < CL}, satisJes 
(2.32) 
1 
cc 
t”-‘V&Jt) dt < +co (2.33) 
0 
for some p. > 0. Then (*) has at least one oscillatory solution. 
Proof. It is easy to see that under the above conditions the equation 
W(t) =jtm y-y ws, Jqs) + U(s)) ds (2.34) 
has at least one bounded solution. For a proof of this the reader is again 
referred to the main theorem in [3, Chap. 31. If W(t) is a solution of (2.34) 
in S, , then x(t) = W(t) + U(t) is a solution of (*). Since lim,,, W(t) = 0, 
x(t) is oscillatory. 
The above theorem can be easily extended to the functional case 
XC%) + qt, Xt ) Xt’ ,...) xp) = Q(t), 
where ~~(8) = x(t + 0), 0 E [-r, 0] with 7 > 0. 
We avoided this extension for the sake of simplicity. However, for 
Q(t) z 0, a bounded solution to the functional version of (2.34) has been 
obtained by Staikos and Sficas [ll]. 
In the following theorem all solutions oscillate. 
THEOREM 2.6. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.4 are satis$ed 
with (2.19) and (2.20) replaced by 
lim inf 
s 
t [--H(s, Is) + Q(s)] ds = --co, 
t-t= 0 
(2.35) 
lim sup 
s 
t [--H(s, --K) $ Q(s)] ds = +co. 
t+a 0 
Then every solution x E .F is oscillatory. 
Proof. Let x(t) be an eventually positive solution of (*). Then there 
exists t, > t, such that x(g(t)) > 0 for every t 3 t, . Thus, it follows from 
the proof of Theorem 2.4 that xtn-l)(t) >, 0 for every t 3 (some) t, > t, . 
This implies that there exists a constant K > 0 such that x(g(t)) > K for 
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every t > t, . This follows from the fact that since x(t) is positive, n is even 
and &-l)(t) is nonnegative, x’(t) >, 0 for all large t. Thus, integrating (*) 
once we get 
.+yt) = x(n-yt,) + ot [--H(s, &y(s))> + Q(s)1 ds s 
Q x(‘-(h) + 1” [--H(s, K) + Q(s)] ds, 
0 
(2.37) 
which implies lim inft+,, da-l)(t) = -co, a contradiction. A similar argument 
holds for x(t) eventually negative, and this completes the proof. 
It is easy now to formulate a theorem similar to Theorem 2.4, but for 
all solutions of (*), provided that g(t) = t, H(t, U) = P(t) G(u) with 
P(t) > 0, uG(u) > 0, G(u) increasing, 
s 
m ds 
--++oo, 
e G(s) f 
--(u ds 
-<+cc 
--I G(s) 
for every E > 0, and 
I 
m 
t-P(t) dt = + co. 
0 
This theorem would be along the lines of Theorem 1.2 in [3], and we omit 
it. 
Note added in proof We cannot replace tz in (2.24) by any t’ unless y(t’) = 0. 
However, the conclusion x’“-“(t) > 0 eventually, follows as in Howard [Anal. Mat. 
Pura A@. 66 (1964), 221-2311. 
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